Every individual
has the capacity
for brilliance
Sheridan Worldwide

Brilliance
Realised
Sheridan’s
brand ethos

At Sheridan, we operate on one simple, positive
assumption:
Every individual has the capacity for brilliance.

Our values
Our values define how we
work, align our team and
drive our success.

Courageous
We are courageous in
our approach. We lead
by example and we are
willing to challenge the
status quo to realise
brilliance in people and
organisations

Creativity
Creativity is the
driving force behind
personalisation. It drives
a constant search for
the most important
appropriate solution for
the issue faced.

Sheridan’s mission is to provide a tailored approach
to each challenge which taps into the huge potential
that is within people and organisations to realise
their brilliance and maximise business potential
globally.

Why the
hummingbird
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The hummingbird is the only bird in the
world that can fly backwards and hover,
so has the ability to assess a situation or
issue from all angles before deciding the
best approach. We too take into account
different perspectives, giving both us
and our clients time to think and space to
grow. We also are unique, active and agile,
and like the hummingbird, we won’t take
on challenges to which we are not best
suited. Other birds have other skills, but
the hummingbird symbolises ours.

Caring
We care about our
clients, our faculty and
our team seeking the
best outcomes every
time.

Connected
Our global reach is
built on connections of
outstanding diversity
and breadth.

Commited
We are committed to
acting on our word, to
adopting a partnering
approach.
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Why partner
with Sheridan
Worldwide?

Sheridan Worldwide is an award-winning global
consultancy who help individuals, teams, and
whole organisations tap into their brilliance. This

Award
Winning

We are immensely proud to be an award-winning
global consultancy. We have received a number
of awards and recognitions over the years which
most recently included

means businesses get the most out of their people
– and drive lasting, transformational change.
You can trust us to deliver excellence. Every time.

An impressive track record, working globally
Market knowledge within a wide-range of
industries
Services offered virtually, face-to-face and
hybrid
An ILM Centre delivering coaching and
mentoring qualifications at level 5 and 7
A worldwide faculty, meeting language
and cultural needs
Content that is underpinned by relevant
models and frameworks

London Market
People Awards 2019
HR & L&D Supplier of
the year
Corporate Excellence
Awards 2020
Most Influential
Leader in Executive
Coaching - UK
Global 100 Awards
2020
Best Executive
Coaching Company of
the Year
UK Global Business
Insight Awards 2021
Best in Executive
Coaching - UK
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Our
specialisations

LEADERSHIP
STRATEGIES

COACHING
& MENTORING

→C
 ulture & Transformational
Change

→ Performance &
Executive Coaching

→T
 alent Management
& Succession Planning

→ Team & Group Coaching

→ Leadership Development
& Board Effectiveness

→ Coaching Skill Development
→ Mentoring for Growth

→H
 igh-performing
Team Development
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INCLUSION
& WELLBEING

RESOLUTION
& MEDIATION

→B
 elonging
& Cultural integration

→ Workplace
& Commercial Mediation

→ Managing neurodivergence

→ Neutral Assessments
& Investigations

→J
 udgement & Curiosity
→C
 oaching for wellbeing

→ Conflict Coaching
& Team Facilitation

→T
 hriving digital platform

→ Resolution Strategies
→ Mediation Skill Development
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Our global
footprint

We have hand-picked our global faculty of
over 100 expert coaches and facilitators who

Our locations

offer a wide range of commercial experience
and familiarity with myriad cultures,
languages and processes.

Quality of delivery, recommendation and
references
Skilled facilitation virtually and face-to- face
Specialist areas of focus with strong
theoretical knowledge and skill
A partnering approach to tailor to client
needs
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Australia

Ireland

Singapore

UK

China

Italy

South Korea

USA

France

Japan

Spain

Germany

Lebanon

Switzerland

Hong Kong

Mexico

Syria

India

Netherlands

UAE
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Meet
our team

Caroline Sheridan
CEO & FOUNDER

Caroline is herself an established
coach, facilitator and mediator
who has worked in a large number

Evan Belford

of organisations across a range

MARKETING ASSISTANT

of industries including financial
services and professional services,
media, insurance, and not-forprofit. Caroline brings a wealth
of experience in working with
leaders and teams which she uses

Erin Cahill
L&D ADVISOR/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

to help individuals navigate their
organisation and increase their
personal effectiveness.

Isabel Castellanos
GRAPHIC DESIGNER AND WEB DEVELOPER

Claire Aikman
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
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Selected
for the need

Situated across the globe, our faculty are individually
renowned in their areas of expertise; carefully
matched to each client brief to create tailored, highquality employee experience programmes.
We quality-assess all our coaches and only include them
on faculty where they meet our stringent criteria. Our
coaches all have qualifications from recognised coaching
bodies such as the International Coach Federation (ICF),
the Association for Coaches (AC) and/or APECS. Many of
our mediators are award-winning and recommended in
Chambers UK and Legal 500.

Some of
our clients

Boasting an impressive track record of working
globally with the highest standards and quality
of coach faculty, we offer extensive market
knowledge within a wide range of industries.
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GET IN TOUCH
For a confidential chat to discuss our services
and how can we help you

Sheridan Resolutions Ltd t/a
Sheridan Worldwide
The Leadenhall Building,
122 Leadenhall Street, London EC3V 4AB

www.sheridanresolutions.com
info@sheridanresolutions.com
+44 (0)20 3753 5350

